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**************************** 
: EPITAPHS and Others. : 
! Here lies the body of W atty the Guy ! 
* He cooked for ten shearers and nine of them died. *
*-------------- * 
* Technological progress has provided us with a* 
: more efficient means for going backwards. ! 

! During WW II an American and an Australian! 
* soldier, by some strange co-incidence, happened to*
* be sharing the same trench, both facing a perilous *
! onslaught by the Japanese. ! 
* "This is it Aussie" Cried the Yank. "Remember*
* Pearl Harbour!" * 
! "Bloody Hell mate!" Replied the little digger.!
: "This is no bloody time to be talking about women!":
**************************** 
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The creeks been dry for many years now, 
Since ringbarkers axe and horsedrawn plough 
Have changed for ever the watercourse, 
Which wandered down through bush and gorse. 
An old rock sits on the dry creek bank, 
Silent testimony to the rank 
Of ancient people who knew this place 
But have long since gone with little trace. 
But the marks on the rock prove they were here 
Patiently sharpening stick and spear. 
While the women cooked on the fires nearby 
And the children played by the water side 
As the sun goes down with darkening hues 
I sit on the rock and reflectively muse. 
Is it only my imagination, that makes me feel 
The power of this place, with images so real? 
Or is it possible, that in this teeming human race 
One man can touch another, through time and space? 
And I wonder, if after I too am long gone 
Will a stranger sit somewhere, and hear my song? 

LOST ALONE TOGETHER 

© Frank Daniel 

"I'm goin' home' said Dipso Dan 
" 'n so am I", said his brother. 
"Where do ya live?" the first one asked 
"I forget!" came the words of the other. 
"'n so do I..." sobbed Dipso Dan 
" I'm just a bit under the weather ... " 
" Sorright!" said his mate "No problem ... 
Let's both go home together!!" 


